
leis. Jamie Lyn 6mith 
31 Hartshorn Lane 
Warner, NH 03278 

4/1/97 

Dear Jamie, 

Muci\happiness in your new 'tome! 

Encoded is our check re your 3/28197. Thanks. 

I've had no experience with printer costs so I do not know what to day. 

The chapter you identified with a B is to be discarded. I wrote it long 

ago and it has been superceded by a book—lengthn manuscript that is already 

completed and reproduced. 

I do not know how much I'll get done today because we are about to be 

put out of the house for extirminators to do their work. (/' 	_V! AW49 ! ) 
441 41  It is not necessary to use registered mail. We've had no trouble with mail. 

When you finish the Holland chapter, please print a second copy for 

Dr. kerald hb ght at good. 

From the early weathet fo,ecasts the spring with which your letter begins 

was a very short one! 

4/4: a few extra problems here dea yed my finishing this chapter. I return 

it with corrections, as I have not with other chapters, because of the major 

changes in paging that seems probable. There is also a shortaddition. 

dope you made out Mtn the storm. We were on the edge of the snow but had 

harsh winds. A friend has just about finished picking up all the many branches • 

(we live on five acres, much of woods) and he has sawed up the large tree that 

came down. -he'll use thatin his stole, which is not verboten me. We used to 1 
heat entirely with wood. Gave me good exec ise 
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Chapter C, avid Belin's Rosetta Stones, Imagined and Re 

The Commission had 14 assistant counsel, in addition to other staff. These assistants to 

Rankin did most by far of the Commission's work. They questioned most by far of the Commission's 

witnesses in depositions outside of Washington and from time to time participated in hearings before 

the Commission. A few were well-established lawyers. Joe Ball was prominent in southern California 
Tv\AA-Pir 

legal circles. Chicago's Elmer was a candidate for the presidency of the American bar Association 

while on the Commission staff. Most, however, were relatively young and anxious to make names 
rr 

for themselves. Most did have career benefits from t ei 	work. 

Of them all the one who stands out as driven by a compulsion to justify himself more than any 

other -- in volume more than all the others combined -- is David Belin. He has had more time on 

TV, more oped page articles, more news stories and interviews than  all the others collectively, too, 

except that as a Senator Arlen Specter did and does get more attention. Bu • = . oil s his career on 

the Commission to the degree that is possible for him. 

Of them all, Belin has the biggest mouth and has least control over it. 

His endless self-justifications make him welcome to the major media. It has always endorsed 

and supported the official Warren Commission mythology. He says what they want to hear and see 

said. He makes them look honest because he is confirming what they have always said about the 

assassination. His position and that of the media are identical. His position is "I am right because 

I say I was right and nothing else matters." In reporting him in this posture the media is saying the 

same thing about itself and in having Belin say it for them. Through him the media is also saying 

"We're right because we say we were right and nothing else matters." In giving Belin the 

extraordinary attention it has, the media is adding "And he says we were right, too." 
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Mr. David Belin 
Be Harris Lamson 
20 Financial Center 

- o! •r 	•" • 

ormick 
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A dialogue with Belin is impossible because he makes it impossible. To him there is only one 

view, his. He is long-winded and repetitious in presenting it. He responds to no factual criticisms. 

Instead he digresses, rambles along in irrelevancies he pretends are background and indispensable and 

the more he jabbers the farther away from the question he eases because on fact he cannot answer 

That he never gets around to answering is because on the basis of fact he has no defense, no 

justification. So, he rambles along intensely with speeches that can cover almost anything except 

what he is asked. 

He is a Slick Willie with it, too, and experienced in that. 

Because he wrote a friend of mine that I and my work are "inaccurate" and then said he did 

not have time to provide details while always finding and seeking time for every poised pen, pointing 

camera and open mike, I decided to given this boastful man with the obvious psychological problems 

from his Commission work an opportunity to demonstrate my inaccuracy and his inaccuracy. In a 

letter I wrote him January 8, 1995, I told him that I would be using that letter in this book along with 

7627 Old 
Fre 

any response he might make. My letter follows. End he 	origina 

Har rg 

ick, MD 21R7o0ad2 

Dear Mr. Belin, 

I am sure you remember our debate at Vanderbilt University toward the end 
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of 1975. 

You may remember that I was then not able to stand while I spoke. I was 
only recently out of the hospital after suffering the first of a serious of venous 
thromboses. I'd been released for travel too soon. The next morning I could not get 
a shoe on one foot. When they saw me at the airport I was single-loaded and a nurse 
who was on the plane was brought to sit with me. It is because I'd been unwell and 
required to keep my legs elevated that I was not able to shorten my prepared remarks 
These medical problems also account for both my typing and my writing. My legs are 

elevated when I type and when I write and thus when I read and correct what I have 
written it is on a clipboard in my left hand, in the air, and I write with my right hand. 
So I along with explaining why my typing is so poor, as I do with all others, I 
apologize for it. 

As you may not know, despite that and subsequent medical problems I filed 
more than  a dozen FOIA lawsuits. As a result I obtained about a third of a million 
pages of previously-withheld records, mostly those of the FBI. I make them freely 
available to all writing in the field, along with the also unsupervised use of our copier. 
I do this despite knowing that almost all will write what I do not agree with. Several 
of those suits were precedental and one was cited in the legislative history of the 1974 
amending of the Act as requiring the amending of the investigatory files exemption 
to return it to the meaning of the Act as originally drafted. If this is news to you, then 
you may be interested in the fact that the Senator who saw to it that the legislative 
history is clear was the sole surviving Kennedy brother. 

Contrary to your usual representation, that those who do not agree with the 

official mythology to which you contributed so much are "sensationalists" as you 
know from my books I restrict myself almost entirely to the official evidence, 
inch  ding  a not inconsiderable volume of what you contrived. You at least have my 
Post Mortem because you had it at Vanderbilt and said you then has read half of it. 
I've just checked the index. I refer to you in that book 13 times. I do not recall that 
any one of those times I had  occasion to speak well of your work on the Commission 
but I have not heard a word of complaint or correction from you. 

As I recall it was about midnight when that debate and a little conversation 
after it ended. That was on a Thursday night. The earliest you could have been home 
was sometime Friday. You then announced that you would hold a press conference 
the next day, a Saturday, and you did. You then called for a new investigation. That 
after more than a decade you did the first possible moment after our debate, after I 
detailed your record Enel-rdsheet,originX=MS to your face. What I did and 
after what you had read in Post Mortem -- and I do not recall that with the fine 
opportunity you had at Vanderbilt you made any protest over what I wrote or 

attributed any error to it -- leads to the belief that there was a cause-effect 
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relationship. 

Rabbi Sam Silver is a dear friend of my youth. He sent me your letter to him 
of August 10, 1993. Aside from the limitations we both have and are lucky to have 
survived we then were preparing for guests who wanted to be with us on the occasion 
of our being awarded honorary doctorates in humane letters for the work we have 
done on the assassinations. Then, as I again busied myself with work, I forgot about 
what I regard as a shyster-like evasion and a false description of my work. It is a 
description you knew was false when you wrote it. By then I had published six books 
on the Kennedy assassination. Your words are, referring to me, "he, regretfully, is 
inaccurate." With those six books giving you ample opportunity, I herewith solicit 
from you justification for your words. I am asking you to show me any significant 
error in those books. At this time I have a special interest in that. 

Several years ago, when it was clear that the time remaining to me cannot be 
long, I decided to use all of that time I can perfecting the assassination record, 
including that of the investigations of which you were part, to the degree that is now 
possible for me. I have several book-length studies completed, each dealing with a 
different aspect, and I am now working on another. Its title is Inside 
Assassination 	While it is not possible to be all-inclusive in this, I do treat 
with the books of both extremes and I am adding the participation in this industry of 
the Commission, which really both got it started and made the rest possible. It was in 
this connection that I revealed your letter to Sam. 

I got it out. You also included several of your endless articles that stripped 
of their sanctimony boil down to "I am right because I say I am right." I intend to use 
what I quote above of your letter and what you say in those articles in this writing. 
I will be using this letter and any response you may make. I will use what you may 
send in facsimile so that there may not be any self-serving accusation that I was not 
faithful to it or made any changes in it. 

If you do not respond I'll use this letter and say that I heard nothing from you. 

Your explanation to Sam or your not making any specific response to 
whatever he said or in explanation of your saying I am "inaccurate," is as we both 
know, not in accord with the facts or with your extensive history of using any and 
every excuse possible to get an article or oped piece published and of writing 
innumerable letters to newspapers all over the country. I have copies of them that 
were sent to me. You not only do not "respond," you also do not respond itf-what 
you cannot respond by saying, that I am inaccurate4  because you claim not to have 
time. You find all the time in the world for self-serving attention in all the media and 
for more articles or any kind and letters 	• • 	2, sr. 	S than any, if not 
in fact all of your former Commission colleagues. What I am saying is that you could 
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not and knew you could not document your insult to me and to my work to my dear 
friend so instead you resorted to evasion and untruth. 

Remember, I am soliciting your documentation of what you say and of what 
you refer to as my inaccuracies, with the intention of using them entirely unaltered. 

You used your letter to Sam, in addition to in effect calling  me a liar and 
"sensationalist" to him you several of your self-serving and I say without any 
equivocation false and inaccurate articles. 

In referring to the so-called magic bullet, Commission Exhibit 399, and to 
Governor Connally's wounds in your New York Times oped piece of June 25, 1993, 
you say that "All the physicians who treated Mr. Connally for his wounds agree that 
he had been struck by just one bullet, fired from behind." I go into that testimony in 
the last two chapters of my first book. It was completed in mid-February, 1965. 
What you say is not true and in saying it you should have known it is untrue. Rather 
than take the time to cite all those who said the opposite of what you attribute to 
them, because that book fell open to pages 172 and 173. I see there that one of the 
doctors who treated Connally, D. Gregory. I quote from his testimony as I report 
it on the next page: 

"It was 'extremely unlikely' that it could  have been the bullet to 'lodge in the 
Governor's thigh. (2H376)" 

On the same page of my book I quote him as saying of your magic bullet that 
in the official mythology caused all of Connally's wounds he says a second bullet hit 
him. 

Not only did Dr. Gregory say other than what you say he did, he also said it 
was not possible at the point in the Zapruder film you say it did. 

On page 176 I quote testimony. by Dr. Shires, who was in charge of 
Connally's treatment, Sorry, I mean Dr. Shaw, as not agreeing with the made-up 
single-bullet magic. When questioned further by Allen Dulles, who asked if there had 
been two bullets Shaw's reply, contrary to your representation of it answered Dulles, 
"Yes; or Three," (4H114). 

I could go on and on with this but I think these are adequate to prove that you 
knowingly misrepresented your own testimony to serve your own purposes and that 
it was less than honest. 

My inadvertent references to Dr. Shires above I use to call to your attention 
what I believe cannot be accidental mistakes you made. 



The only Connally fragments you refer to are those "removed from his wrist." 
In this, too, your all less than-other than honest. You know very well that Dr. Shires 
attested to a fragment remaining in Connally's chest and you know, too, that there 
was one in his thigh. You do not mention them because it is obvious, as the doctors 
whose testimony you misrepresent did testify, all the fragments without them came 

to more than was missing Eryylestytedhati0 from that magic bullet. 

You then go into Dr. Vincent P. Guinn's HSCA testimony knowingly using --
I say misusing -- what serves your purpose and eliminating the grim actuality of what 
he said, you say that "the fragments removed from Mr. Connally came from the bullet 
found in the hospital which were ballistically proven to have come from Lee Harvey 
Oswald's rifle." This is an absolute impossibX and I would appreciate it if you 

explain it as coming from your ignorance of ballistics testing or if you said what is not 
true deliberately. Those as you say correctly "postage-stamp weight specimens were 
not capable of ballistics  testing. You did say of them that Guinn  subjected them to 
neutron activation analysis. 

You are -familiar with his testimony and you are much less than honest in what 

you suppress from it. Because it is easier for me to report the Washington Post's 
story, for which I prepared George Lardner as best I cold, anticipating what I 
correctly did anticipate, I cite it. The date of the issue is SeI,tember 9, 1978. 

What you suppressed, and I submit it has also the effect of lying about his 

testimony and what it means, is what I refer to. 

edGuinn's tests also created a new mystery, however. The fragments the FBI 

tested in 1964, he told Fithian, have all disappeared. Guinn said he had carefully 
weighed the bits and pieces of metal brought to him by officials of the National 
Archives last year and not one of them matched the fragments recorded in the FBI 
data 

it "The ieces brought out by the Archives did not include any of the specific 
pieces the F I analyzed;" he testified. "Where they are I have no idea." 

At this point I believe it is not inappropriate for me to cite the Unabridged 
Random House definition of shyster: 

"1. A lawyer who uses unprofessional or questionable methods; 2. One who 
gets along by petty, sharp practice." 

In one of these articles you boast that know more about the ballistics evidence 

than anyone else, dubious at best but that is not unique for you. You also use, which 
is to say misuse, as here with Guinn, that HSCA testimony. So you do not seem able 
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to claim that it was through ignorance that you misrepresented entirely the results of 
Guinn's testing and his testimony. Knowing it, referring to it as you do, I asked you 
to tell me how this was less than "sharp practice" by you. I ask you also if this is 
accepted or "unprofessional or questionable methods." 

Those tests of 1964 you legal eagles on the Commission did not even get! I 
sued for them and I did get them. Anticipating a possible defense you may make, 
Sutron activation analysis does not consume the specimen. 

I also deposed four of those FBI Lab agents. Gallagher, who did the 
spectrographic examinations and supervised the NAAs, testified as you say that 
postage stamp weight is all that required. In measurements he gave it as no more than  
a millimeter. 

If as you should have, and if there is any basis at all for your boast about both 
E • • • — , or 	r ,: your knowledge and your expertise, you did examine 

ullet 399, which seems to me to be requisite for any claim of subject-matter 
expertise and for what you say about it (and of course it was examined and testified 
to at your Commission) And you saw that Frazier gouged an ever so much larger than 
necessary -iftthe core specimen. Of this you Hawksha's did not even ask him after 
seeing it, and you did nothing to learn why he took so much and what happened to 
it. You did not do what I think is required of lawyers, seeing to it that the evidence 
is pristine. The need for you to have done that is apparent from Guinn's testimony --
the part you personally suppress in your self-glorification in this and in other oped 
pieces. 

Now an additional and side issue I raise with you is did you impose upon the 
trust of the Times? You did impose on the trust of the people who read your article? 
The most minor criticism I can think of about it is that it is inordinately boastful and 
self-serving. 

On deposition Frazier testified that he did not have any special reason for 
taking what is so obviously too much, that he did not weigh it, and that he did not 
know what happened to it. 

I'll come to the direct quote, but you say you are the expert on this evidence. 

Yet the Commission did not go into this at all. In all 26 volumes it has not a 
single reference to Frazier's having removed any specimen from the bullet core. Did 
none of this suggest to you, a self-proclaimed expert, that questions had to be asked, 
about why so much was taken, why it was not weighed, and that the FBI now cannot 
account for what happened to it? 
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I also got from the FBI, as you know from my publishing it in Post Morte 
a clear photograph of the front of the President's shirt. Not only did I present the 
evidence that it was not caused by any bullet. They were caused by a nurse's scalpel 
as Dr. Carrico told me and as I reported in that book. Is it possible that if I could see 
this with the naked eye that all of you Sherlock Holmses did not see that? 

Frazier and Shaneyfelt, the Lab photograph expert, were Commission 
witnesses. There was not a single question asked about this shirt-collar damage that 
in any way related to what is so very obvious in it. 

We showed that picture to Frazier, something none of you Hercule Poirots did 
when you should have, and asked him about it. He testified readily that as soon as he 
saw the shirt he had questions and that he referred them to a hair-and-fibers expert, 
Paul Stombaugh, for Stombaugh to do the Lab work and report on it. That 
Stombaugh report was withheld from me, but should not you, Inspector Masons with 
law degrees, have conducted enough of an investigation to have learned of and have 
gotten that report? As you should have and did not ask the obvious questions about 
that shirt-collar damage? Or how the nick on the tie got there? You Sam Spades not 
only assumed it was caused ' a 	:e , cf 	• aA by a bullet -- you told the 
people that and your entire report is based upon it! 

Now the pictures of that tie the FBI gave you were described to me by the 
Archives photographer as requiring all the great skills of the FBI to make them so 
bad, so meaningless. But you Perry masons had the actual tie to look at. 

Now, lawyers that you all were, former prosecutor that Specter was, did n 7/j'te 
of you think to see whether there was a hole through the tie, as required by that very 
basis of your report, that the exiting magic bullet went slap dab through it? There is  

no hole in the tie  Rather is there a mere nick. And it, on the knot, is at the upper left 
extreme of that knot as worn. Yet the slits you pretend were a bullet hole when they 
do not coincide in either length or their positions on the buttoned neckband, were not 
at all where that nick is. How in the world, even if those slits were a bullet hole, 
could that one bullet go through the middle of the neckband and not touch the tie at 
all except for that nick at its upper left extreme -- that is also as far from the center 
as it could be and exist at all? 

You knew the bullet left spectrographic traces in the back of the President's 
coat and jacket yet with that endless magic left none at all on either the shirt front or 
the knot. Did it not occur to any of you Paul Drakes to ask the FBI how it could 
possibly be that the bullet had  the magic required to decide where it would and would 
not deposit traces? 

Those NAA tests that all you managed not even to learn about, such being 
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your Agatha Christie competences, resulted in the admission that the scrapings from 
the inside of the windshield no longer exist. That was FBI specimen Q15. What kind 
of investigation did you conduct if you did not learn that it had disappeared and why? 

I could say more about the results of those FBI NAAs that I got and none of 
you gave a damn about but I restrict myself to one, one that is not new to you because 
I report it in PostL orIV_tem. The Dallas police made paraffin test; including to lift the 
byproducts of firing a rifle from Oswald's cheek. The last-minute effort to make 
nothing of this by the Commission was to call Gallagher as its last witness, as I recall 
on September 15 -- when the Report had to have been in page proof for the index in 
it. It was only nine days later that a copy was given to the President. Gallagher 
testified that paraffin tests are not conclusive. He was not asked the obvious question 
about that as should have occurred to the kind of expert you say you are, the best of 
all you say. It is a well-known fact that they are not incriminating and to this extent 
Gallagher told the truth. But they have been recognized as definitive exculpatory 
evidence for at least 75 years. 

Well at Oak Ridge they had a number of people fire that rifle. They then made A 
and tested face paraffin casts. And as you saw in Post Mortem, each and every one  
of those hold the normal byproducts of firing a rifle! Icall to your attention that you 
write Sam that I am "inaccurate," in effect do not know what I talk about, after, long 
after you had and read Post MsZem. Almost 18 years later, after all those letters and 
articles 	 a e o 
•a e 	 i• el et 	 er nusszng or not man 	d 
,s9,72zEntially)  you wrote, after all those appearances you made on TV, and you then 
wrote your Final Disclosure: The Full TnithAhont the Assassination of President 
Kennedy. You have no mention of this in that book. You have none of what I say 
'about the damage to the President's clothing or what you should have investigated 
and didn't, the substitution of other metal for the specimens that were removed from 
the Connally wrist. Final Disclosure? Full Truth? Does these words apply to you? 
I suggest your use of these words is like love from the mouth of a whore. 

C 	e to ble- 

there is "nothing inconsistent between Mr. Connally's belief that the second shot had struck him and 

the findings of the commission..." 

This is so outrageous a lie and to your knowledge a lie you are self-described as a liar! You 

have become so obsessed with exculpating yourself you have become lost in it and what it drives you 

to! You know very well that absolutely basic to the Commission's conclusions is it that only the 

fI ,  
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second bullet missed in that mythology. When you pull something lice this you are so concerned with 

conning people into not thinking you failed to meet your obligations you are insensitive to your self-

condemnation in history in what you say. Or of what may be thought of your children if you have any. 

I have for years watched your irrationalities you inflict on the people through the media that trusts 

you but that you could lie this brazenly really does astound me. 

This lack of contact with reality is manifest in the first words of your Wall Street Journal 

"Counterpoint" piece of January 1 ;(992-. 

ge to sin le -space? 
have more firsthand knowledge about the key witnesses and the physical 

evidence of the assassination of President Kennedy than anyone else. I am the only 
person in the world who has had  access to everything in the Warren Commission files 
and CIA files about the assassination.' 

You know, as a lawyer, that  the most important part of the investigation of a homicide is the 

part of the Commission's work that Arlen Specter handled, without  you. You also know that Wesley 

Liebeler conducted more depositions that you did, and as best as I recall, to mention just two of them, 

he deposed Abraham Zapruder, whose film was so basic in the Commission's work, and James T. 

Tague, who was slightly injured by the missed shot. How much more important "physical evidence" 

did the Commission have End 

 

MS than Zapruder's film? And who was more of : 	rr 

 

a "key witness" to one of the three shots the Commission admits than Tague? He was wounded 

slightly by it. 

However, you may torture words to give "physical evidence" a special meaning they do not 

have, your knowledge of it cannot begin to compare with that of the FBI that did most of the 

Commission's so-called investigation for it and all of its Laboratory testing, ballistics studies, hair-

and-fibers examination and all its photographic work. You have been so irrationally driven to seek 



self-justification that you either lose contact with reality in saying this or it has come to the point in 

your obsession that you cannot tell the truth even by accident! 

I have what I believe most people would regard as the best authority in the world for saying 

that you claimed knowledge of those matters is inferior to mine -- the FBI and its Department of 

Justice counsel in my C.A., 75-226. In an opposition it told that court about me, the plaintiff, 

"plaintiff could makes such claims ad infinitum since he is perhaps more familiar with the events 

surrounding the investigation of President Kennedy's assassination than anyone now employed by the 

FBI." (If you want to know the circumstances surrounding this exceptional evaluation by an 

adversary in court let me know.) 

I used FOIA to get and I did get what it was your (plural) obligation to get and you not only 

did not, you did not have either the personal or professional courage to tangle with the FBI to get 

what you knew it had and had not given you. One of the many examples is the above-cited NAA 

results. You timid souls either never did learn that those tests were made or you lacked the integrity 

to tell that to the people. That they were made is not to my knowledge indicated in either the Report 

or in any of those massive 26 volumes of supposed evidence appended to it. 

All of you gumshoes together are such demon investigators you could not find pubic hair in 

an overworked and undercleaning whore house -- at rush hour. 

"As for the Jo'umal's allegation that the Warren Commission was 'less intent on truth than  

in unifying the nation,"' you told it, describing that as "hogwash" when it is the obvious and well-

established official  fact, beginning with the Commission's own outline of its own work. Always 

boastful, you then say, "I was one of the people selected by Earl 11'  

Warren," trading on his name here, "to serve as counsel to his Commission." You were not "counsel 
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his commission." You were one of the assistants to him, J. Lee Rankin, who was its general 

counsel. 

Warren selected you? Of all the country's young, ambitious and upwardly mobile lawyers he 

knew about you in Des Moines and just had to have you on his staff? Is this not what you told the 

Journal? Are you sure you did not apply for the job? Or that some political figure recommended you 

for it? 

You quote "One of the most vivid memories of my professional career" in a knowingly 

inadequate reference to "our first meeting" with him, "when he uttered five words I will never forget: 

`truth is our only client." First, are you saying that in that "professional career" of which you boast 

you'd never heard that cliche before? Come now, get back on the ground, out of that stratosphere 

in which you float sublimely unaware of the spectacle you make of yourself. 

Now it just happens, as you know if you have my fourth book of the Whitewash series, what 

none of you career-oriented and-minded assistant counsels did I did in bringing the Commission 

memos on that meeting to light. I do not remember one from you in the Commission's files, either. 

This it seems to me reflects just how "vivid" you considered it then. As you know if you have the 

book, one of the two staff memos I found on that session of January 20, 1964 I reproduce in facsimile 

on page 24 and a different one on the next page, also in facsimile. Neither of those memos say what 

you say Warren said at that meeting, but of course those two of your former associates may not have 

found the well-known cliche as "vivid" as you did. 

What you do not say that Warren told you at that meeting I believe most people, including 

Lti 
the Journal's editor, would have found much more significant. H as telling you why he took the job 

of heading that Commission when he not only I knew it was wrong, that he should not, but also 
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because he'd polled the court and to a man they urged him not to. (At that point, in addition to why 

no Justice should take such a role on, the Jack Ruby case was headed to that Court and Warren 

would have had to disqualify himself. This is to say nothing about what Ruby counsel might have 

argued about whether the Court could be considered impartial when its head was so parti pris. 

ofpcieTh/O, otalMS 

Your former associate, Melvin Eisenberg says of what Warren then told you what you 

somehow then, now or all the time, found less "vivid" that the cliche. He was explaining why he took 

the job when he should not have. The reason, in Eisenberg's words, is that if he did not it "could 

conceivably lead the country into a war which could cost 40 million lives." 

That without there having been a conspiracy? And how many potential adversaries were there 

capable of waging a war in which there could be so many lives lost? To say nothing about other 

casualties and damage9  

Howard Willens' memo is on the next pages. He must not have found what Eisenberg 

emphasized very "vivid" because he makes no mention of it. And neither quotes what you say was 

so "vivid" to you. 

Republican that you are you cannot and do not overlook the dishonest opportunity you made 

up to at one and the same time hold Robert Kennedy responsible for your Commission's conclusions 

and failures and trading on his name. In the course of criticizing Oliver Stone's JFK you refer to the 

alleged and I tell you nonexisting "fact that Robert Kennedy had someone from the Justice 

Department serve both as counsel to the Warren Commission and as liaison with Justice." 

If you did not know this was in all parts untrue from your work on the Commission you did 

see the Commission's records I use in the Post Mortem chapter "Hades not Camelot." The 
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ommission started trying to get Kennedy to endorse the Report it had not yet written not later than 

une, 1964. You were, of course, men of principle practicing the highest standards of lawyers in this. 

truth is that Robert Kennedy was, and I think correctly, entirely detached from the investigation 

of his brother's assassination and he made this clear in the Commission's records I published. He in 

fact did not endorse your report. A minor oversight on your part in what I quote from you? That 

is not a "questionable method," not "petty, sharp practice," counselor? 

Because this is so vile, trying to make the victim's brother privy to if not in some way 

responsible for your Commission and its conclusions -- why else do you use his name when it is a lie 

-- I am blunt in this and tell you you are a liar. E f e 11 

If you had done even a fraction of the work you boast about having done and in that having 

acquired more knowledge "than anyone else," you would have known that it was not Robert Kennedy 

who got that idea and selected Willens. It was Nicholas Katzenback, then Deputy AG, and I have his 

records on that. 

You make this even viler in next saying, "Robert Kennedy wanted to know who killed his 

brother." Who didn't? What smidgeon of proof do you have to use his name this way, as I quote 

your words to the Journal? 

He was and he remained detached from the investigation and he not only was not involved 

in your Commission's work your own records I published and you have make it clear that he intended 

to preserve that detachment. 

In the light of this truth, the truth you should have known or you could not decently or 

ethically or morally say what you say, and especially because you are of the party that opposed him, 

I think that what you do here is so dirty it cannot be condemned too much. 

 

   

  

• 
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Have you no shame? 

On Oliver Stone, by the way, it was I, not you, who began the criticism of him. I did not 

oppose his making a movie or saying in it what he wanted to say. I opposed it because in announcing 

it he described it as non-fiction. He was not sufficiently informed to do a nonfiction movie about the 

assassination and as I assured him in advance of his shooting by several months, that was impossible 

if based on the Garrison and Marrs books. 

I suggested that it be exposed to George Lardner of the Washington Post, not you. I gave 

Lardner a copy of the script that had been mailed to me and access to all my records, including 

particularly on Garrison, including an even worse offense by him I blocked, at the request of several 

on his staff when they failed. 

I go back to one of your earlier lies, and I mince no words, it was a knowing and intended lie, 

to cite what is a public record and is not as specific in my books as it later was when I got a copy of 

the press conference of two of "the physicians who treated" President Kennedy. You refer to only 

those who treated Connally to tell what the FBI itself makes a lie of as 

you should have known because the first copy of it I got from your Commission's file and reported 

in my first book. You say of the bullet that h4 Connally, and you say there was only one, the bullet 

that you and your Commission said was from the back, the one you both said exited through his neck, 

shirt collar and tie, the single-bullet fabrication you continue to endorse in these articles, what those 

doctors said the exact opposite of. 

At that press conference as soon as they cleaned up Dr. Malcolm Perry, the only physician 

who had occasion to examine the wound in the front of the President's neck -- he made the incision 

through it for the tube to assist breathing -- was asked three times if that neck wound was caused by 
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a shot from the front. Three times he said it was and all three times he was confirmed by the 

hospital's chief of neurosurgery, Dr. Kemp Clark. The AP carried that, the New York Times and the 

Washington Post, among most if not all the nation's papers reported it. 

This of course is your made-up history of that magic bullet. You say it caused all seven non-

fatal wounds on both victims. The FBI and the Secret Service disagreed with you before your 

Commission got started and from the records I have, never changed on this. As the five-volume 

report LBJ ordered of the FBI the night of the assassination and is Commission Document 1 in those 

files, could not be more explicit in saying, the first and third of these admitted shots hit Kennedy only 

and the second shot hit Connally only. 

There is nothing more essential in what the Commission concluded and is in just about 

everything you write that the single-bullet myth Arlen Specter made up. Without that there is not any 

lone gunman. These words and your renewed endorsement of that myth are the last words in your 

letter to Sam. You say this in different words that mean the same thing in your Times oped piece. 

bove you words saying it the Time 	this this subhead: "The single-bullet theory is solid." You used 

ese words in the Journal article you sent Sam with your letter, "Lee Harvey Oswald as the lorS 

You could say this because each and every one of you lawyers should have known what you 

suppressed from the Report you assistant counsel wrote your own evidence E 	13, or 	1 
t t 

S t proves beyond question that it was impossible. 	 I want you not 

Ito be under any misapprehension about this believe it established "petty sharp practice" and is the 

luse of "unprofessional or questionable methods," the words of the definition of shyster. If as I 

believe is not possible you did not know what I go into from your Commission work it is in my first 
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book you have to have to justify in your own twisted and obsessed mind what you say of my writing 

and it is in PostMortem, which you do have and said you did read. 

Secret from your Report is the fact that the Commission had the NRA produce the country's 

very best shots. All were rated "master." The Oswald rifle was overhauled and they still could not 

make the sight work. It was not made for that rifle, which was not intended for a telescopic sight. 

They had to shim the sight to be able to use it. Their tests for you were at the Aberdeen proving 

Grounds. The test conditions were rigged to make it easier to duplicate the shooting you attributed 

to Oswald. Who, by the way, was in your own records evaluated by the Marine Corp officially as 

"A rather poor 'shot."' The elevation was half that of claimed reality, and the steeper the shot the 

more difficult it is. That made it easier. That shot from rugged platforms rather than from behind 

a window the sill of which was only about a foot from the floor, with all those cartons around it. 

Their targets were fixed in the ground, which gave them all the time in the world to adjust, and, of 

course, they were not moving targets and there was no fully-leafed live oak tree in their way. Even 

then, not one of these country's best shots could duplicate the shooting all of you attributed to 

Oswald! This is in your own testimony, the testimony of Ronald Simmons. It is in my two books 

I cited above. 

And it is not in anything you ever wrote in your veritable torrent of misrepresentation of the 

truth, of the grim reality. 

Referring to this as shysterism is, I believe, to praise it, it is that unconscionable. 

Again I ask, "Have you no shame?" Is not what you say and were part of worse for the nation 

tan even McCarthyism? 

In what you said and I quote above in which you seek to give the impression that 
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MS you are 	world's best expert in "the physical evidence," which those tests are, 

by the way, are they not? You say you read every word the CIA had. 

If you did not know that was neither true nor possible when you headed the Rockefeller 

Commission's whitewash and coverup, then you were not even as good as Keystone Kop as an 

investigator. 

The first of those CIA records, and they are restricted to Oswald only, that the CIA deposited 

under the 1992 law at the National Archives, was 18 1/2 feet thick. That means about three stuffed 

file cabinets. It had and has ever so much more, but take just these three file cabinets of records: 

could  you have read them and done anything else in as many months? 

In my FOIA legislation I got about a third of a million pages. I know how long it takes just 

to read them, leave alone make the notes that are indispensable in any use made of them. 

Again I ask, "Have you no shame?" 

But what did you do with the records you did get? First off the bat I say you suppressed the 

CIA' s evidence that disproves the Commission's made-up "solution" in terms of the shooting as 

captured on the Zapruder film. Using it you (plural) said it shows that the President was hit by the 

first shot at Frame 210. 

When I reprinted my third book of 1967, Photographic Whitewash,  in 1976 I used some of 

your Rockefeller Commission records you suppressed  (pages 29411). 

You got from the CIA's National Photographic Interpretation, Center, and I quote its 

handwritten reference on page 299, where I have your  record in facsimile. They gave you "the four 

photograph briefing boards made from the Zapruder film of President Kennedy's assassination." 

They gave you a tabular frame-interpretation, typed in six columns relating to all four of the panels. 
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Not a single one says that any shot was fired at Frame 210! And without that your Report is a fraud. 

They gave you a written, columnar version of their conclusions, and theirs of LIFE magazinee4 

which bought the Zapruder film rights and of "Other Possibilities." 

Their interpretation is that the first shot was fired at Frame 206. The last column says the 

same thing from "other possibilities." At that frame the President and 

his limousine were completely blocked by, were invisible, through that densely-leafed live-oak tree. 

This is to say that the nation's best photograph-interpretation experts say your Report is 

impossible. 

The records I publish in facsimile are copies of your  Rockefeller Commission records. This 

is to say, you knew.  Moreover, you regularly boast of having read and understood it all. So I ask 

again, "Have you no shame" when you suppressed this from your report? 
A/1-  

You have a great time without "Rosetta Stone" conction coming from your first book. You 

say that the Tippit killing is this Rosetta Stone of the JFK assassination. 

You, personally, made the time-reconstruction case the Commission used to get Oswald to 

the scene of that crime in time to do it. I published what I say without comment from you and I said 

it to your face at Vanderbilt, and you could not wriggle your way around it. Creating condition 

favorable to your preconception with no valid base for them, even then you could not get Oswald 

there by the time you said he, Tippit was shot! 

And if that is not "Rosetta Stone" enough, in this you suppressed from the report a document 

you had and I got from your files, the affidavit of T.F. Bowley. If you by any remote possibility 

missed that in your boasted-of reading of all the Commission's records, which means 200 cubic feet 

of them -- did you invent speed reading? -- I published it in facsimile in what you have and read, Post 
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Mortem. Don't take the time to use the index. It is on page 493. 

Your Commission specialized in having as file copies of what disproved its conclusions close 

to illegible copies when in fact it had legible originals. An earlier illustration of this that I also 

published in facsimile in the handwritten memo with which Secret Service Agent John Joe Howlett 

forwarded to Washington the night of the assassination a copy of Zapruder's film. In it he said that 

Zapruder told him he actually felt a bullet pass over his right shoulder from that grassy knoll. In and 

of itself this disproves your Report, you had  it on file, you did notask either Howlett 

S or Zapruder to testify to it -- you suppressed it from your Report and from your 

deliberations in preparing for that Report. 

Want a real "Rosetta Stone" -- here it is! 

Your file copy of the Bowley affidavit is close to illegible. You should recognize the number 

11 at the bottom of that affidavit as an FBI numbering they used in collections of records into 

volumes. Because I pinpoint you, personally, in what I wrote, instead of giving you my typing that 

I regret cannot be any better I attach a xerox of that page. While the text of the Bowley affidavit 

from your files is pretty poor, the footnote I added is quite legible. In it I accused you of suppressing 

that evidence, that affidavit. I said that you said that Tippit was killed at 1:15 because "Domingo 

Benavides reported the killing over Tippit's radio 'at about 1:16 p.m.'" (Did you not shade even that 

a bit to make you case?) I then say, "Yet Benavides had told Belin that another man had placed the 

call" and I cited the testimony, at 6H449. Now this was your area. I then say, "That man, T.F. 

Bowley, was never questioned by the Commission and is never mentioned the Report." (No wonder, 

huh?) 

Bowley looked at his watch. He was on his way to pick his wife up. It was then 1:10 p.m. 
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and Tippit had already been shot. That, I then say, means "Oswald would have had no more than 7 

minutes to walk almost a mile to the scene of the crime, an impossibility as elin was well aware. 

What better reason for Belin to ignore Bowley and pretend the killing took place later?" 

I went into this earlier, again 100% from you  Commission records, in "The Tippit Murder" 

chapter of my first book. In it (page 55) I get into your personal  timing by beginning it earlier than 

the evidence permitted. That was to give Oswald more time, wasn't it? And I quote your own time 

reconstruction as taking 17 minutes and 45 seconds! age 56.) Even with your hoked-up beginning 	(7` 

time you could not get Oswald there to do it, in your own figures, not mine o Bowley's, until two 

minutes and 45 seconds after it was on the police radio. Which nobody could get to work for a while 

and that after  Tippit was already killed! 

Here is your real, the only real Tippit Killing Rosetta Stone and you, personally made it and 

you, personally misrepresent it entirely in your "solution" to E fi  of 'ge 	I 	the JFK 

assassination! 

Mack Sennett would have envied you! 

I have herein limited myself to only some of what you foisted off on the Times' and Journal's 

trusting editors and through them on the still-suffering people. If you do not believe it, come or send 

someone to go over my files of correspondence. It should be clear to you that I have even greater 

possibilities. But aside from your endless running off at the mouth without regard to fact and truth, 

you are not at this stage of my life worth it. You have the impartiality and dependability of a Judenrat 

and in our society that is close to the role in which you cast yourself. Nobody held a gun to your 

head or threatened your family and you did not yourself face the gas chambers. But you did kill)' 

the truth and you intended to kill the truth in your obsessive quest for vindication and with the record 
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you made, of which I have only a part in this, vindications for you simply is not possible. 

No matter now you twist, distort, misrepresent and lie, your record is there in other than your 

less than honest version of it and you are going to have to live with the truth, not your fabled version 

of it. 
0/k 

You told my friend Sam that I and my work are "inaccurate." I am now 81 m serious 

impaired healtheve written this off the top of the head, and I solicit from you refutation, from your 

own evidence, of what I say which is also from your own evidence. 

I suggest it is well past time for you to learn to keep your mouth closed and not damage your 

reputation even more and just learn to live with what you did do rather than try to persuade the world 

that you did not do it. 

Ever boasting, you said to Sam, as you have to others (without any mention of any tax laws) 

that, "All royalties from it (your book)...were set aside for charity." That is a pretty tricky 

formulation, counselor. Does it mean that you are getting interest on it? And if it is for charity why 

in the world did you not give it to the charity you have in mind and let them got the benefit of it rather 

than setting it aside? 

You are proud of that, huh? It makes you unique, is that what you are saying in your 

boasting? Well, you are not unique. You are a successful lawyer, a man of means 

/ e S compared with me. I did all the work I've done with no support, with no financial 

contributions -- and do I have to tell you the cost of filing more than a dozen FOIA lawsuits, some 

of which were stonewalled for a decade? -- and although I usually find no occasion to mention it, 

what you are going to give away is peanuts, rancid peanuts being their source, compared with what 

I have. I have deeded all my work, the rights to all work, all those third of a million pages of records 
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I got from the government and all my work with and on them plus our property, to a local small 

college that is also one of the best by the  U.S. News annual peer evaluations. Aside from our house 

we have 5+ acres where it is not easy to get a building lot for $100,000. The college already has 

those of my records I cannot use now. This includes, by the way, another of your Judenrat-like 

failures when you headed the Rockefeller Commission and were supposedly investigating the CIA 

and what it did. Frank Olson was a local scientist who was killed by the CIA when it slipped him, 

without his knowledge, an overdose of LSD. I knew one of his sons, both of whom are 

professionals of outstanding reputation, when he was a fine boy in high  school. So I got what records 

the CIA disclosed. It is not possible to read them without seeing that it was responsible for his death 

and that its own investigation of itself was a whitewash and a coverup. As you should have seen in 

the papers recently, after the exhumation of his body and carefully and detailed examination of it by 

outstanding forensic experts, they concluded while they did not find a case of murder they could take 

to court, they have no doubt that he was murdered by being thrown through a hotel window from 12 

stories up. Without your investigating it at all. 

Although I do not expect any reply from you, I will respond to any denial or any mistake you 

allege and I will use any response you make in facsimile, as I will also report that if you make no 

response. I intend this as a direct challenge and we'll see if you are man enough, professional enough, 

informed as you boast you are uniquely informed if you do respond. 

I really do feel sorry for you, 

Harold Weisberg 
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Despite its length, my letter to telin was written in haste. It was 

written also in anger and disgust, udder the emotion of learning that he had 

defamed me and my work to a dear friend of my youth, man he knew because of 
0 tiVOI i  

heir joint activity in natiedlal religious 	t was written without my 

eking tke time to outline it or to make notes on what I wanted to say. It 

as written of the top of the head. It could have been 	ever so much better. 
published 

t is what came to mind while 
I 
 was writ' , what I recalled having sattimin 
aibsue

'  

trkAL" 
bout Bain. What`; he knew I'd WOITMed -- and about which he had been si]ent. 

Be did not respond to any of it. He sent me copies of his statements of the
vt 

ast and said he was too busy to go into detail. 

s one can make about a lawyer. 

I referred to him as a liar, which is also serious ritic sm of a lawyer. 

I told him ab6ut his making evidence up and about his suppress on 

d 

 

* 

 

his about what in the united States is a coup d'etat regardless of thefttotive 

of any assassin or assassins. 

About all of this and more Belin had no defense. he did not addressa leave 

lone refute any of my allegations. 

Be did not because he cannot. 

The record is of his making. 

01)7P'  
I referred to him as efWQ37 shyster. That is about as harsh a statoment 


